
 

 

£1250  

• Full day shoot – from the bride getting ready, up to & including the first dance 

 USB of edited high resolution images in a beautiful presentation box 

 Full printing rights so that you can print your own images 

 

 Assistance with the days scheduling to ensure all elements of your wedding day are 

beautifully captured 

 
Choice of the following: 

 

Pre Wedding Photo Shoot: 

 

£110     Pre wedding shoot in Northampton including a minimum of 15 images. This is a great way to 

get you relaxed in front of the camera and gives us the opportunity to get to know each other 

better before your big day.  It also provides you with some lovely memories in the build up to 

your wedding. 

 

Coffee table albums: 

 

£622 A beautiful 12’’ by 12’’ album with 40 pages of 300g, luster coated, fine art paper. A seamless 

spread for your images across the spine area of your album. Flush mounted edge-to-edge; 

Beautiful Italian leather bound with your names, including the date of the wedding etched on 

the front. Presented in a modern, yet elegant box.  

 



£375 A beautiful 12’’ by 12’’ album with 40 pages of 210g, luster coated, photographic paper. 

Unique hinged pages, allowing a continuous design to be displayed across the ‘lay flat’ pages 

with virtually no image loss in the centre. Printed hardback cover which can be either matt or 

gloss laminated. You have the option to print text on the spine and the book. Supplied in a 

black presentation box. 

 

£240 Gift album X2 (great as gifts to the parents) 8’’ by 8’’ with 40 pages on satin coated, 170gsm 

paper. The pages are printed on luxurious paper and are stitched together providing a sturdy 

and durable finish. The hardback cover is photographically printed, either matt or gloss 

laminated, and you can print text on the spine. 

 

 

 

 
 

 


